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COUNTRY UPDATESFROM THE EDITORS

The third edition of Construction Law International (CLInt) 2018 includes, in addition to Country Updates 
and FIDIC Questionnaires, several feature articles analysing issues relating to schedule, delays and 

acceleration in construction projects. 
Two articles were presented at the International Construction Projects (ICP) Working Weekend held in 

May 2018 in the Netherlands: one by John Livengood and Patrick M Kelly, who compare the use of different 
methodologies in forensic schedule analyses; and one by Douglas Stuart Oles, who comments on the lawyers’ 
point of view of delay analyses.

In addition to the above, Rob D’Onofrio, Shona Frame and Laura McEwen examine the laws applicable to 
delay issues in the United Kingdom and the United States. Alexander Voigt, Moneer Khalaf, Adam Clements 
and Sam Mattar compare two of the most reliable lost productivity quantifying methods, which are the 
‘measured mile’ method and the ‘system dynamics’ method in relation to disruption damages claims.  Finally, 
Thomas Long discusses methods to ensure continuity in analysing delay.

Among the feature articles, this edition also includes an article from Sandra Somers highlighting the 
limited involvement of expert women in the construction industry.

The Country Updates offer an analysis of the application of the principle of good faith under English law, 
by Shy Jackson, and Egyptian law, by Waleed El Nemr. The different applications of the principle of good 
faith in common law and civil law jurisdictions is highlighted in these articles.

This edition also includes answers to CLInt FIDIC Questionnaire according to three jurisdictions: 
Hungary, Kazakhstan and Nigeria.

We hope that our readers will find this edition highly informative and we invite everyone interested in 
contributing to CLInt to submit a draft article to CLInt.submissions@int-bar.org.

We finally must inform our readers that the second part of Evelien Bruggeman’s article titled ‘Legal aspects 
of Building Information Modelling (BIM) in The Netherlands: the procurement of a work with a BIM 
component’ will be published in the next edition of CLInt (Issue 4). The first part of her article was published 
in the July edition.

Virginie Colaiuta
ICP Committee Editor

LMS Legal, London
virginie.colaiuta@lmslex.com
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Claiming for disruption: a long and 
winding road

Disruption is defined by the SCL Protocol 
as: 

‘[…] disturbance, hindrance or interruption 
to a Contractor’s normal working methods, 
resulting in lower productivity or efficiency 
in the execution of particular work activities. 
[…] Work that is carried out with a lower 
than reasonably anticipated productivity 
rate (i.e. which is disrupted) will lead 
to: (a) activity delay; or (b) the need for 
acceleration, such as increasing resources, 
work faces or working hours, to avoid activity 
delay; or (c) a combination of both – and 
therefore, in each case, loss and expense. 
Hence, ‘disruption’ is concerned with an 
analysis of the productivity of work activities, 
irrespective of whether those activities are 
on the critical path to completion of the 
works.’4

Disruption is caused by changes to the project, 
that is, by unplanned events and conditions that 
could not reasonably have been anticipated 
at the time of entering into the contract and 
directly or indirectly affect productivity and 
quality. The SCL Protocol description also 
captures, succinctly, difficulties associated with 
disruption and its analysis: loss of productivity; 
overlapping events and conditions; the impact 
of managerial measures; out-of-sequence work; 
ripple effects; quality issues; rework and so on. 
To be entitled to resultant damages, a contractor 
must address the complex nature of disruption 
along with the requirements stipulated in the 
contract, authorities on construction law5,6 and 
ratified in legal precedents7,8 namely:
• Liability: which party bears the contractual/

legal responsibility for the disruptive events 
and conditions?

• Causation: what was the causal link 
connecting the change to the damages 
being claimed?

Assessing disruption on 
construction projects
‘measured mile’ versus ‘system 
dynamics’: a comparison

Alexander Voigt
Construction 
Dynamics Solutions, 
Barcelona

Moneer Khalaf
Regional Quantum 
Global Solutions, 
Amman

Adam Clements 
Innovare Consultants 
SRL, Brescia

Sam Mattar
Construction 
Dynamics Solutions, 
Beirut

The second edition of the Society of Construction Law ‘Delay and 
Disruption Protocol’ (2017) (the ‘SCL Protocol’), which is already receiving 
some judicial approval,1 continues to hold the ‘measured mile’ as the most 
accepted method for calculating disruption2 – but, for the first time, the 
SCL Protocol now also refers to the newer method of ‘system dynamics’. 
This article reviews the major challenges confronting claimants seeking to 
recover disruption damages on construction projects, including establishing 
causation, correctly quantifying damages, ensuring applicability to claim 
and acceptance in courts or arbitrations, as a context for comparing and 
contrasting two of the most reliable lost productivity quantifying methods3 
– ‘measured mile’ and ‘system dynamics’. 
Based on this comparison, it is evident that ‘system dynamics’ addresses 
fundamental issues of causation and quantification established in legal 
precedents and authoritative texts on construction law.
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• Quantify damages: what additional costs 
were incurred because of the change?

By their nature, disruption claims do not 
allow precise, contemporaneous productivity 
measurement. As Shea9 put it: ‘One of the 
ironic things about loss of productivity claims 
is that often the very factors that produce the 
loss of productivity can also serve to preclude 
the accurate and precise record-keeping.’

Moreover, there is no rigorous 
methodology for quantifying such damages. 
Different methods (outlined in the SCL 
Protocol10 and AACEI RP25R-03 11) have 
been used to assess disruption on 
construction projects; the very existence of 
such a broad variety of estimating methods 
points to the challenges faced in claiming 
for disruption costs:
• disruption is not immediately apparent 

and not contemporaneously documented; 
and 

• its indirect effects ripple through the 
project, and are often felt well after the 
event that caused it ended.

The literature on the practical shortcomings 
of these methodologies is  extensive. 
Gemmell’s recent sur vey12 targeted at 
professional groups (experts, judges/
arbitrators, lawyers and contractors) found 
that 74 per cent of respondents believed 
that ‘measured mile’ had been used 
‘successfully’ less than 50 per cent of the 
time – and only 26 per cent of respondents 
reported a success rate higher than 50 per 
cent. Given the shortcomings of disruption 
analysis methodologies, the recent inclusion 
of ‘system dynamics’ in the SCL Protocol is 
timely. It would be instructive, therefore, to 
compare and contrast ‘measured mile’ and 
‘system dynamics’ on the basis of criteria 
derived from such requirements and the 
complex realities encountered in disrupted 
projects and in the course of drafting claims. 

The ‘measured mile’ method

‘Measured mile’ analysis is a method of 
estimating loss of productivity by comparing 
the productivity during an ‘unimpacted’ 
period with that achieved when the project 
was ‘impacted’. The method is applied on an 
event-by-event basis, and relies on: 
• the work activities performed and periods 

being identical (or significantly similar); 
and 

• the ‘unimpacted’ period being sufficient as 
a baseline. 

If these conditions are met, the productivity 
from the ‘unimpacted’ period is compared 
to the ‘impacted’ period, with the variance 
in productivity (delta) considered as due the 
impacting event. 

Systems dynamics

The SCL protocol describes ‘system dynamics’ 
as:

‘[…] a computer simulation approach 
using specialist software to produce a 
model of the disrupted project. That 
model replicates the complex network 
of relationships and interactions that 
influence labour productivity and rework 
including the various stages of the project 
(design, approvals, procurement or 
manufacturing, installation, construction, 
commissioning and taking over), the 
different parts of the works, workflows and 
project participants, and the direct effects 
of the claim events.’14

As succinctly described above, ‘system 
dynamics’ uses simulation models that 
capture the complex network of causal 
interactions that connect project activities, 
decisions and performance. When ‘system 
dynamics’ is used in disruption analysis, 
a simulation model will first be calibrated 
to produce an ‘as-built’ simulation that 
faithfully matches the recorded historical 
performance of the project, inclusive of 
unplanned events and conditions (see 
Figure 2).

Once an ‘as-built’ model has been developed, 
a second (‘but-for’) simulation is run, removing 
the direct impacts of the unplanned events and 
conditions are removed. The difference 

Figure 1: a graphical (original) illustration of the measured mile13
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between simulations provides the disruption 
‘quantum’ caused by the unplanned events 
and conditions being considered.

Comparison between ‘measured 
mile’ and ‘systems dynamics’

This section compares how ‘measured mile’ 
and ‘system dynamics’ perform against 
criteria essential for meeting the legal tests 
for quantifying damages and establishing 
causation in a disruption claim, and thus 
essential for establishing entitlement and 
achieving recovery of disruption costs.

For clarity, the comparison will be 
structured around issues relating to:
1. quantifying disruption; 
2. establishing causation; and
3. overall applicability and acceptance of 

the methodologies.

Challenge 1: quantifying disruption

Quantifying disruption properly and 
holistically relies on the use of productivity 
data, accounting for rework, and making 
sure that the entire project is considered.

Use of productivity data

Quantifying damages is difficult when 
supporting documentation and records are 
inadequate, which is invariably the case  
in disruption.

‘Measured mile’ compares the progress per 
hour spent that has been achieved during the 
period impacted by a change to that achieved 
during an unimpacted period. It then uses the 
resulting implied loss in productivity to 
quantify claimable disruption costs. It is based 
on an event-by-event comparison of ‘the 
productivity on an unimpacted part of the 
contract with that achieved on the impacted 
part. Such a comparison factors out issues 
concerning unrealistic schedules and 
inefficient working.’15

‘System dynamics’ is substantively different: 
it derives unimpacted productivity rates from 
actual ‘as-built’ efficiency, and from the 
number, timing and nature of the disruptive 
events suffered by the project.

Accounting for rework

Disruption does not just stem from losses in 
productivity, it is also caused by increases in 
rework.16 Rework can amount to a significant 
proportion of construction costs and this 
fraction can grow exponentially in massively 
disrupted projects. The complicating factor 
when dealing with rework is that it is often 
incurred long after the causal event. Without 
a way of estimating how rework propagates 
through time, the full disruptive effect of a 
change cannot be assessed. 

‘Measured mile’ does not explicitly address 
rework, and thus cannot determine which 
disruptive event or condition (either owner- 
or contractor-responsible) caused what 
amount of rework.

‘System dynamics’ recognises the challenges 
posed by having to address rework, and puts 
the latter at the heart of the methodology’s 
causal framework: ‘system dynamics’ 

Figure 2: basic steps in the system dynamics modelling process

Quantifying damages in disruption is difficult 
when supporting documentation and records are 
inadequate...
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simulation models include mathematical 
formulations that capture how (and when) 
rework is created, discovered and executed.

Applicability to the whole project

Considering the number and temporally/
spatially ‘expansive’ nature of disruptive events, 
nearly all areas of the project will be impacted. 
For this reason, disruption claims should address 
the totality of the works so as to recover the sum 
total of disruption costs suffered.

Given also that the ‘measured mile’ 
requires the baseline be ‘unimpacted’, it is 
evident that the applicability of the method 
would be limited; and almost certainly rarely 
able to address the entire project.

 ‘System dynamics’ is based on the ability 
of its simulation models to faithfully 
reproduce the actual performance of 
entire construction projects. To achieve 
this, models capture ripple effects of causal 
events and project decisions, showing how 
any change eventually impacts all 
subsequent areas/period of the project.  
In brief then:

Challenge 2: establishing causation

that connect the occurrence of events to 
their intricate outcomes, within a set of 
initial conditions. 

‘Measured mile’ itself does not deal with 
causation,17,18 it simply compares the 
difference between impacted and 
unimpacted productivities. To bridge this 
gap, proponents of ‘measured mile’ warn 
about the need to offer some indication of 
causation and, sometimes, propose to 
combine this method with others; for 
example, ‘standards’ for productivity losses 
caused by certain types of events.19 This is a 
limitation of the ‘measured mile’ approach.

‘System dynamics’ is based on a causal 
framework that describes how project 
conditions, decisions and changes interact, 
and how these interactions determine 
project performance, causing disruption. 
As such, ‘system dynamics’ can deliver 
assessments for causal narratives 
explaining, step-by-step, how they caused 
the losses being claimed and how much 
any given unplanned event impacted 
project productivity.

Differentiating disruptive impact by event

Quantification issues Measured mile System dynamics

Use of productivity data
Productivity losses based on actual 
project data

Productivity rates calculated from 
calibrated as-built model

Accounting for rework Does not account for rework
Rework dynamics are at the heart of the 
models used

Applicability to entire project
Analysis limited to works comparable to 
those performed in the ‘unimpacted mile’

Models capture disruption across the 
whole project

A court will not deny a claim for damages 
on the ground that it is difficult to establish 
the exact amount of the loss. However, 
a contractor has to establish the cause 
of the losses event by event. Given that 
the inability to separately account for 
contractor inefficiency is one of the key 
criticisms of global claims,20 it is essential 
that the methods demonstrate the causal 
link although calculating damages may 
be complicated. The ability to attribute 
disruptive events individually is a critical 
requirement of a robust claim: thus, the 
damages being sought are specifically 
linked to the events forming the basis of 
the claim. 

Moreover, as a practical matter, the ability 

In disruption claims, it is essential to establish 
a causal nexus for productivity losses; 
retrospective reliance on contemporary 
records to try to establish causation (cause 
and effect) is inadequate for evidencing 
a loss of productivity claim because of the 
very nature of disruption, such as the ripple 
effects and multiple causes that are not readily 
demonstrated by documentation.

Providing a causal narrative

It is necessary for a contractor to prove that 
an employer’s actions resulted in disruption, 
and then to prove the effect and costs of the 
disruption. This involves an analysis of the 
sequence of events and the causal processes 
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to attribute and assess disruptive events 
individually allows for greater flexibility in 
the analysis, making it faster and easier to 
adapt to new data or new circumstances 
(for example, if liability for the disruption 
is in fact the contractor’s and not the 
employer’s).

‘Measured mile’ compares the ‘as-built’ 
productivity with an ‘unimpacted baseline’ 
– and is thus only able to determine the 
combined impact of all disruptive events 
that occurred in the unimpacted period. 

 ‘System dynamics’ models are fed with 
data describing each disruptive event, and 
the analysis process can separately keep 
track of the disruptive impact of each one. 
The non-linearity of the equations used in 
‘System dynamic’ simulation models also 
allows them to effectively (and 
consistently) deal with the cumulative 
impact of any combination of any number 
of events.

Accounting for contractor disruption

Some amount of disruption will always be 
a contractor’s own responsibility. Thus, 
assessment of disruption must be able to 
account for this. As aptly stated by Lord 
Macfadyen: 21 ‘If the causal events include 
events for which the defender bears no liability, 
the effect of upholding the global claim is to 
impose on the defender a liability which, in 
part, is not legally his. That is unjustified.’

The ‘measured mile’ compares 
productivity between the impacted and 
unimpacted periods and works, with the 
loss of productivity being the ‘disruptive 
impact’. The approach is unable to 
differentiate between employer and 
contractor-caused disruption.

In ‘system dynamics’, the as-built model 
includes all disruptive events and 
conditions, including the contractor’s 
own productivity losses. The ‘but-for’ 
simulation will eliminate only the impact 
of the employer-risk events causing 
disruption; that is, the contractor’s own 
productivity losses and disruption remain 
the contractor’s and are excluded from 
quantification.

Challenge 3: applicability and acceptance

In addition to legal challenges, there 
are such practical issues as availability 
of data, validation of results, disruption 
considerations of time, when methods can 
be applied, how they are perceived by courts, 
and so on; these are also relevant

Data availability

‘Measured mile’ relies on the availability of 
an ‘unimpacted period’ – and these ‘clean 
miles’ are not always readily available: real 
projects are usually subjected to changes, 
and finding any unimpacted periods can 
be extremely difficult.

‘It is also true that [Measured Mile] cannot 
be applied on many construction projects 
for a host of reasons, two being the lack 
of detailed productivity record keeping 
and the lack of suitable or comparable 
unimpacted areas or time frames.’22

Data availability is also of concern to ‘system 
dynamics’, which deals much more flexibly 
with this issue: beyond data for the unplanned 
events and conditions, the methodology 
can be applied with a minimum amount of 
basic historical data, which should easily be 
available (time series for actual manpower 
and progress achieved.)

valiDation of results

Disruption assessments must meet admissibility 
requirements as experts or ‘opinion evidence’ 
by tribunals or courts (see for example 

Causation issues Measured Mile System Dynamics

Providing a causal narrative Does not help establish a causal narrative
Models recreate causal mechanisms 
driving efficiency, supporting a causal 
narrative for losses

Differentiating impacts by event
Does not allocate overall disruption to 
different events

Explicitly allocates disruption to each 
event

Accounting for contractor disruption Does not account for contractor disruption
Contractor’s self-inflicted disruption 
accounted for separately

The ability to attribute disruptive events individually 
is a critical requirement of a robust claim.
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Daubert 23 in the United States, and Kennedy 
v Cordia24 in the United Kingdom). For their 
conclusions to be accepted, the results must 
be credible, objective, robust, and able to 
withstand scrutiny and detailed examination. 
In practice, this means that the closer the 
methodology follows the ‘scientific method’, 
the greater the likelihood of its analyses being 
accepted. A key element of the ‘scientific 
method’ is that hypotheses (here the alleged 
‘cause and effect’ of a disruption event) can 
be tested, falsified and corrected or improved.

The results of the ‘measured mile’ are 
based on the comparison between two 
project periods, but the methodology cannot 
test the validity of its assumptions; for 
example, the impacted and unimpacted 
periods are hardly ever 100 per cent 
comparable, and there is no way for 
‘measured mile’ to determine how this 
affects the accuracy and validity of the 
analysis results.

In ‘system dynamics’, the analysis accords 
with the scientific method: the simulation 
model is, in effect, a ‘recreation’ of what 
caused the project to perform as it did. This 
hypothesis is tested by requiring that the 
model’s ‘as-built’ simulation be consistent 
with all relevant information about the 
project. Moreover, ‘system dynamics’ can 
quantify the accuracy (‘90 per cent 
confidence range’) of its claim estimates.25

interaction of Disruption anD Delay

In practice, the distinction between delay 
and disruption is often misunderstood; for 
example, sometimes delay and disruption are 
considered to be unrelated and, at other times, 
disruption is deemed to be caused by delays. 

In reality, disruption and delay events are 
part of a continuum: any disruptive event will 
cause at least some amount of delay to some 

of the works, and any delaying event will 
cause at least some amount of disruption to 
some of the works. Indeed, it is often the case 
that large amounts of the ‘as-built’ schedule 
delay will have been caused by a multitude of 
small disruptive changes, which is typically 
not considered during more traditional time 
impact analyses.

While ‘measured mile’ does not address 
delays, ‘system dynamics’ recognises the 
interconnectedness of delay and disruption: 
its simulation models include variables 
representing schedule and delay, and these 
factors have an impact on efficiency, and are 
in turn indirectly impacted by it as well.

General acceptance

The ‘measured mile’ approach is generally 
accepted, although it has historically still suffered 
from acceptance problems in the courts. 

The use of ‘system dynamics’ is increasing, 
and the industry’s awareness of this 
methodology is growing (as evidenced by its 
inclusion as one of the generally accepted 
methods of disruption analysis listed in the 
SCL Protocol. 

In brief

Figure 3 compares the reliance and 
performance of ‘measured mile’ and ‘system 
dynamics’ in addressing the challenges 
inherent to determining causation and 
quantifying damages in disruption claims: 

Applicability and acceptance Measured mile System dynamics

Providing a causal narrative
Applicable as long as a relevant 
‘unimpacted mile’ can be found

Applicable with a minimum of available 
historical data, confidence in results 
increases with availability of additional 
hard and soft data 

Validation of results
No obvious mechanism exists to validate 
the accuracy of claim estimates

Modelling process follows the scientific 
method, confidence range surrounding 
claim estimates can be determined

Interaction of disruption and delay Does not deal with delays
Models simulate all major aspects of 
project performance, including schedule 
issues and delays

General acceptance
Recommended by SCL Protocol and AACEI 
RP25R-03

Included in rev2 of the SCL Protocol

...the results must be credible, 
objective, robust and able to  
withstand scrutiny and 
detailed examination...
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Clearly, the ‘Measured Mile’ method has 
significant challenges in how appropriate, or 
correct, or effective, or defensible it is when 
applied to calculate loss caused by disruption 
and/or in demonstrating causation. 

The ability of ‘system dynamics’ to establish 
causation and to quantify losses separately for 
each causing event (regardless of the party 
responsible) appears to be leading to more 
assured defensibility, significantly higher 
recovery rates and greater acceptance in the 
legal community and in courts and tribunals. 

Simulation software is becoming much 
more transparent and easier to use, and 
accordingly the use of ‘system dynamics’ in 
disruption claims is likely to continue to grow, 
especially since it complies fully with the 
criteria for evidentiary admissibility and the 
requirements to prove a disruption claim.
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